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Abstract
Background: Hepatosplenomegaly (HSM) is common at diagnosis of pediatric leukemia and is diagnosed through
palpation or ultrasound. We sought to determine if ultrasound was necessary.
Methods: Spleen and liver size was recorded from palpation and ultrasound for 94 children with a new diagnosis of
leukemia.
Results: Palpation was correct in detecting 71% (173/245) of cases of splenomegaly and 68% (172/254) of cases of
hepatomegaly. There was no relationship between body mass index and clinician accuracy at diagnosis of HSM.
Ultrasound examination had abnormal findings excluding HSM in 56% of patients.
Conclusions: Ultrasound examination is a warranted investigation for newly diagnosed children with leukemia.
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1 Introduction
Hepatomegaly and splenomegaly (HSM) are commonly present at diagnosis of pediatric leukemia and are attributed to the
collection of leukemia cells in these organs. The presence or absence of hepatosplenomegaly has been shown to affect
prognosis in some types of leukemia such as AML, JMML, and patients with Down syndrome [1-3]. HSM can be diagnosed
through physician examination or ultrasound (US) and is routinely tested for at diagnosis. Hepatomegaly and
splenomegaly can be diagnosed with physical examination and this can be confirmed with ultrasound (US) imaging,
which is regarded as the best method to document the size of these organs [4-7]. HSM is routinely tested for at diagnosis of
leukemia. There is very little in the literature in pediatric or adult medicine about the accuracy of physical examination for
the detection of hepatosplenomegaly. However, comparing physical accuracy to medical imaging tests has been examined
for other issues [8-12].
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At some centers it is common practice to perform ultrasound in addition to examination in order to diagnose HSM; we
sought to determine if this was necessary or if it was diagnosed accurately with physical examination alone.

2 Methods
A retrospective chart review was done assessing HSM in 94 consecutive children with a new diagnosis of leukemia over
the last five years at the Children’s Hospital of Eastern Ontario (CHEO). CHEO is a tertiary care academic pediatric
centre. Inclusion criteria were a leukemia diagnosis in the past 5 years and age less than 18 at the time of diagnosis.
Exclusion criteria were no US done for the patient. Admission location, weight and height were recovered for all children.
Size of spleen and liver (enlarged vs normal) through physical examination was recorded from physician notes in the
emergency department and upon admission to the ward, and level of training of the person examining the patient was taken
for each finding. Ultrasound documentation of enlargement was considered positive if the chart stated “enlarged”,
“palpable spleen”, “liver below costal margin”, or any other statement indicating enlargement. Examination findings were
compared to US findings for confirmation of the presence of hepatosplenomegaly through descriptive analysis. Results of
examination detection accuracy were also examined against level of staff to determine any patterns in ability to detect
HSM. Statistical analysis was done using SPSS version 19. The CHEO Research Ethics Board approved the study.

3 Results
During the study time period, 94 children with leukemia had documented physical examinations at diagnosis performed in
245 cases for splenomegaly and in 254 cases for hepatomegaly. These children also had abdominal/pelvic US performed at
diagnosis. This ultrasound took place a median of 3 days after physical examination (range 0-9 days). When compared to
the US results documenting the organ size, physical examination was correct in detecting 71% (173/245) of cases of
splenomegaly and 68% (172/254) of cases of hepatomegaly (see Table 1). Splenomegaly was undercalled (physical exam
noted as normal and US documented enlarged) in 25% (61/245) of examinations. It was overcalled (physical exam noted
as enlarged and US examination normal) in 4% (10/245) of examinations. Hepatomegaly was undercalled in 19% (48/254)
of examinations, and it was overcalled in 13% (33/254) of cases.
Table 1. Hepatosplenomegaly detection rates
Medical
student

Resident

Staff

Undercalled

Overcalled

Splenomegaly

Number
Correct

36
19

139
113

70
55

61

10

Hepatomegaly

Number
Correct

35
15

147
107

72
49

48

33

Undercalled –physical exam noted as normal and ultrasound documented enlarged
Overcalled –physical exam noted as enlarged and ultrasound documented normal

Fifty-six percent (53/94) of patients with abdominal/pelvic US results had abnormal findings excluding HSM. These other
findings included excess free fluid (24%), enlarged kidneys (19%), enlarged lymph nodes (18%), pleural effusion (6%),
enlarged gallbladder wall (6%), enlarged pancreas (4%), enlarged appendix (2%), enlarged uterus (2%), bowel
intussusception (2%), hydronephrosis (1%), and thickened peritoneum (1%).
Body Mass Index (BMI) was calculated for each child and assessed against physical examination to determine if there was
a discrepancy in results that was dependent on BMI. There was no relationship between high BMI (greater than 18.5), or
normal/low BMI (less than 18.5) and physician accuracy at diagnosis of HSM. In patients with high BMI, the detection of
both hepatomegaly and splenomegaly was accurate in 17% (14/83) of the cases. In patients with low BMI, 13% (21/163)
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were detected accurately for both hepatomegaly and splenomegaly. Age and gender were also assessed against physical
examination to determine if there was a discrepancy in results that was dependent on these variables. Again, no significant
difference was noted for either age of the patient or gender in the detection of hepatosplenomegaly.
As previously reported [13] comparisons were made between level of physical examiner and accuracy of detection.
Splenomegaly was correctly diagnosed by medical students 54% of the time, by residents 81%, and by staff 79% of the
time. First year residents diagnosed it correctly 68% of the time, second year 64%, third year 76% and forth year 86% of
the time. Hepatomegaly was correctly diagnosed by medical students 44% of the time, residents 73% and by staff 68% of
the time. First year residents diagnosed it correctly 77% of the time, second year 54%, third year 81% and forth year 75%
of the time.
In terms of location of diagnosis, splenomegaly was correctly diagnosed 76% (65/85) of the time in the emergency
department and 69% (112/163) of the time on the inpatient unit. Hepatomegaly was correctly diagnosed 67% (58/87) of
the time in the emergency department and 70% (117/168) of the time on the inpatient unit.

4 Discussion
Not all pediatric facilities in North America perform routine ultrasounds on patients newly diagnosed with leukemia,
however the data in this study shows that clinicians are not accurate enough at diagnosing HSM to justify elimination of
this radiological examination if clinicians feel that it is important to document HSM or if this information is being
collected for study purposes. A significant proportion of cases of HSM were not detected by physical examination at
diagnosis of leukemia, only by US examination. Importantly as well, the majority of patients with newly diagnosed
leukemia had abnormal US result aside from HSM including ascites, free fluid in the abdomen, enlarged organs, and other
potentially significant abnormalities. Many of these findings were clinically very significant.
HSM is common in children with new diagnosis of leukemia, there are instances such as JMML, and patients with Down
syndrome where the presence of HSM can affect prognosis [1, 3]. Other studies exploring the accuracy of physical
examination in detecting metatstatic lymphadenopathy in adults have found similar results [14-16]. These studies show that
palpation has a false-positive rate between 15% and 65% and a false negative rate between 10% and 15%.
In this study, previous examinations of the liver and spleen did not influence the follow up examinations, as inpatient
levels of detection were not higher than the detection level in the emergency department, where the patients were initially
assessed prior to going to the inpatient unit for assessment. As well, the level of the examiner did not significantly affect
the ability to detect HSM, nor did the presence of an elevated body mass index.
This study demonstrates that the practice of performing ultrasound on children with leukemia at diagnosis is a warranted
investigation to accurately document HSM and to detect other abnormalities that may be present at diagnosis.
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